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About This Game

Arcane is a fast-paced fantasy action game with both ranged and melee combat.

Choose your weapons, learn their unique mechanics, hone your playstyle and ascend the mountain.

Cool Features:

Pick your playstyle: If you're feeling active and want to move, then dodge and block projectiles. If you want to rely on
your skill instead, then parry and deflect attacks with your reflexes and aim. There are many ways to play Arcane.

Experiment with magical weapons: Every weapon has vastly different mechanics. Some you swing, some you throw,
others you guide like a missile. Mix and match which weapon you want in each hand and create some interesting
combinations that suit your preferred playstyle.

Variety of different enemy types: Fight an assortment of ground and air based enemies as they attempt to halt your
advance towards the peak.
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Title: Arcane
Genre: Action
Developer:
Offpeak Games
Publisher:
Offpeak Games
Release Date: 19 Dec, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 SP1

Processor: Intel i5-4590

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 970

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 1600 MB available space

English
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No. Just stop it with the game guru games.
Learn how to make an actual game, then release something.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/W10RGiEJcgw. One of the most interesting visual novels you can get right now. Your heart will beat like
crazy during deciding scenes and your mind will be focused when protagonists explain economy of Lunar Surface, all while
your ears hear music perfect for that particular scenes.
If you like some light romance and economy, buy all 3 episodes. This one is a perfect ending for this story.. She floats!.
TYPICAL CODEHATCH GAMES TRASH ALWAYS CRASHING TAKES AGES TO SAVE THERE NOT WORKING ON
WHAT NEEDS DONE TOTAL CON DO NOT BOTHER WITH THIS GAME ITS ACT OF THEFT
. I liked it overall. Not the most spectacular game in the world, but some mindless fun now and then. Easy game to get all
achievements if you're into that sort of thing. I'd buy it again.. I've never been so frustrated and calm at the same time.. Revolt
type Rc Racer game that pretty much nails the fun of which it is aiming to emulate ... recommended for those with $5 bucks to
spare. The physics are far superior on this game to Revolt , the physics are its main selling point.
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Nice loco, nice to drive, beautiful to look at.. a steam version of an 03 diesel.. happy owner
With a few exceptions, I wish I could give this a middle ground review

*ALL* Sounds are from the jinty - every single one.. my heart sank when I heard the boiling sound and then the whistle

https:\/\/youtu.be\/l-Tj2I6U9cs

I get that both these engines are fowler type 0-6-0 steamers and the dock tank is probably a mini jinty in real life
but a few different sounds wouldnt hurt at all, im going to have to edit the sounds myself.. maybe introduce some pitch
differences between the two

specs wise it is a different engine, cab is different too.. its definately not a copy over
I love it.. im happy I got it, but I do wish I got this rather than the jinty because I wouldnt have known any different and loved it
all the same

Not the best result for 13 USD On special and 20 dollars full price
lost a little respect for meshtools here..
Sadly steam sounds surpreme doesnt have a 2F sound pack,

as far as im aware theres none left in the wild so that'd be difficult

I'm giving it a down thumb.. I love it.. others will love it just as much im sure
but not if you have the jinty already.. shes a fairly popular engine so... its possible and id like to warn against it

I stress though I like this engine. best game of the year. love this played it when i was a kid every day i got home from school
and i would get bankrupt, But now i don't and still love it to this day.. Very good hidden object game. My favorite in the
Midnight Mysteries series.. Game is super simple in design but poorly executed. Isometric view is objectively terrible and
doesn't help this game at all. Doubt they will go away from that though; the AI itself can only move on the ISO grid.
Playing is easy and you're likely to only ever lose when everyone randomly suffocates because the game engine messed up math
and suddenly your room with 100% oxygen doesn't even have an oxygen rating. Sometimes even with 100% oxygen people just
die from asphyxiation. I guess they hold their breath or something. Engineers can get "lost" building things that are easy to get
to. Often times when constructing things they do it in a very dumb manner which causes their own confusion; it's also evident
that at max building speed the game engine can't keep up with building. You will see your people get confused more often when
building speed is maxed because they will finish their task before the game figures out which task to give them next.
Economy is easy and pointless. Only goal is to get a big station with lots of Meeple at the moment. It's kind of a self-fulfilling
prophecy where you need a bigger station for more Meeple and more Meeple for a bigger station. To what end? I dunno a
Deathstar or something; if you're not proud of your station this game won't interest you.
RNG with Meeple coming to your station is awful and uncontrollable from what I can tell. Sometimes you'll just immediately
fire the new Meeple when they arrive. You can't attract virtuoso's or anything specific it seems, so you get what you get. And
what you get can also randomly suffocate to death. So don't get attached.

All in all I'm moderately disappointed with this game. I know it's alpha still but according to the devs it should only be like that
for 3-5 more months. I was expecting a lot more progress had been made since I first saw someone playing this in the beginning
of 2019. The game is super simple and should be fairly easy to code but it seems the devs are struggling with something as
simple as making sure your characters don't randomly die. I was at least expecting a playable experience by this point but it
seems I was too hopeful. The game doesn't work long enough to play around with all the structures, furniture, modules, ect. It
will almost certainly fail soon after double digit Meeple. Also I would suggest anything you do that you do it in one sitting.
Loading saves often causes a death lottery for your Meeple.

TL;DR Game is broken and building in isometric view gives me CAD fever-dreams.. Right out of the gate, I'm baffled by the
configuration of this game, and I've been playing PC games for 30 years. I can't get my generic PS3 gamepad to work. I can't
figure out how to play with just keyboard. I wish I hadn't flushed $15 down the toilet.. REALLY GOOD FUNNY GAME with
friend but add online multiplayer mod, single player, 2vs2.... Hotline Miami meets Russia, meets Memes, meets 420.

One of the better SteamTradingCard Games, good job.
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Actually better then Hotline Miami, but graphicly not better then HongKong Massacre. LUL. This game has very good controls.
I am very impressed by it. I would reccomend this game to anybody who sees it (Or needs a workout). Has a variety of levels
and will keep me entertained for 1+ hours.. Gameplay is quite decent, also repetetive. Its another oneof Kaguras pervy games so
install the R-18 patch if you want to see the images. The game itself is pretty good and the story makes sense in a cruel and
sadistic manner. The game itself is enjoyable even without the pervy images.
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